
 

Name:Cara Williams Unit/Topic:  ELAR Week of: Sept. 17-21, 2018 

Lesson Plans 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

TEKS/ 
Standards 

K.1B, K.2C, K.2D, K.2G, 
K.2H, K.5B 

K.1B, K.2C, K.2D, K.2G, 
K.2H, K.5B 

K.1B, K.2C, K.2D, K.2G, 
K.2H, K.5B 

K.1B, K.2C, K.2D, K.2G, 
K.2H, K.5B 

K.1B, K.2C, K.2D, K.2G, 
K.2H, K.5B 

Objective(s) Reading and spelling the 
consonant Hh (hat) and 

discuss difference 
between capital and 

lowercase letters. 

Reading and spelling the 
consonant Hh (hat) and 

discuss difference 
between capital and 

lowercase letters. 

Reading and spelling the 
consonant Hh (hat) and 

discuss difference 
between capital and 

lowercase letters. 

Reading and spelling the 
consonant Hh (hat) and 

discuss difference 
between capital and 

lowercase letters. 

Reading and spelling 
the consonant Hh (hat) 
and discuss difference 
between capital and 

lowercase letters. 

Bellwork Letter “h”  activity page Writing activity Letter “h” activity page Writing activity Letter "h" activity page 

Learning  
Activities 

Review the number of 

letters and 

vowels/consonants using 

alphabet strips. Review: 

compound words- two 

words that come together 

to make a new word.  

Tell the sound you hear in 

the initial (beginning) part 

of the words given. 

Say a  word that rhymes 

with the word given. 

Say ABCs as we touch our 

toes. Recognize rhyming 

words; recognize words 

that end the same (rime). 

Blending /l//o//g/ to 

make "log" 

Review letter “Hh” and 

its sound - add 

handwriting page and 

“Hh” pictures to our ABC 

notebook. 

Key  
Vocabulary 

vowels, consonants, initial, 

medial, final, 
vowels, consonants, initial, 

medial, final 
short vowel rule, code, breve vowels, consonants, initial, 

medial, final, Leo Position, 

"echo", skywriting 

vowels, consonants, initial, 

medial, final, Leo Position, 

"echo", skywriting 

Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice 

WS #13 circle lowercase 

"h" 

WS #14 circle capital "H", 

review/identify l, o, g. 

Circle matching word on 

each line. Then code hog. 

WS #15 draw a line to 

match capital to its 

lowercase letter, 

identify/write initial letters 

of pictures, then find the 

vowel in log/hog and label 

"v", consonant that follows, 

label "c" and code short 

vowel with a breve -- draw 

WS #16 echo sounds, 

name/write the letters 

that make that sound on 

#1-4, circle capital “H” 

and cross out lowercase 

“h”. Code/read words 

and draw a line to 

matching pic. 

Take a grade--- Oral 

Assessment #2 

THEN.... Discuss and 

color ONLY "Hh" pictures 

to be cut and glued into 

ABC notebook. 



line to picture. 

Closure/Home
work 

Write a capital "H" on the 

back of your paper. 

Write the lowercase "h" 

on the back of your paper. 

Write a lowercase "h"on 

the back of your paper and 

something that starts with 

the letter "h". 

Write a capital "H" on the 

back of your paper and 

draw something that 

starts with "h" 

Glue letter page on 

left-hand side of 

notebook and 

handwriting practice and 

"h" pictures on opposite 

page. 

Assessment
- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

Let's see if we can say one 

other word that begins 

with the letter "Hh".  

What keyword reminds 

you what sound "Hh" 

makes? 

Is there anyone in our 

classroom whose name 

starts with "Hh"? 

Can you make a real or 

nonsense word that ends 

with rime -og? 

Why are these three 

pictures not included in 

our notebook? 

 
 
Key Questions During Lesson 

What key word reminds you of the sound of letter “Hh”? 

Is there anyone in our classroom that has the letter “Hh” in their name? 

What are some other words that start with the letter “Hh”? 

Can you come up with a compound word? 

Sight Words: sit, its, at 

Review: of, if, it, the, end, like, I, a, love 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


